
8th International Symposium on Poetic Inquiry
Capital 15 on Orange Hotel, Cape Town, South Africa, 24 - 27 May 2022

The main ISPI conference will run over three days (25th-27th May 

2022) with an opening ceremony the night before on the 24th May, 

and a closing ceremony on the last day. On the afternoon of the 

24th May 2022, we will also organise a walking poetry tour through 

various historical points in Cape Town. Each day of the main 

conference sessions will centre around three themes. 

THEMES

1. VOICES AND SILENCES

Adrienne Rich said in 1997, “every poem breaks a silence that has 

to be overcome”. In the space between the words and lines of a 

poem, voice emerges, and transformation is possible for the 

writer, reader and researcher. The voices and silences theme 

centres on those on the margins of dominant discourses, and uses 

poetry, and poetic inquiry as/in/for research to privilege the deep 

knowing and lived experience of a mulitiplicity of perspectives. 

Poetry is a creative and critical vehicle for making conscious unfair 

exclusions and unearned inclusions regarding race, class, gender, 

sexuality and other forms of difference (and their intersections), 

showing how these live in ourselves, others and the world. In 

making these conscious, new ways of thinking, seeing, being and 

doing become available to us. 

HYBRID EVENT 

ISPI 2022 will be a hybrid event 
with a mix of in-person and on-line 
sessions. All in-person sessions 

will be held at the conference 
venue in Cape Town. The opening 
and closing ceremonies, all three 
plenary sessions (including 
presentations and performances), 
as well as the Open Mic on the 
Thursday night will be 
live-streamed allowing for both 
on-line and in-person participation. 
Outside of these, two parallel 
streams of sessions (oral 
presentations, poetry as method, 
workshops, other performances) 
will be available either in-person or 
on-line, allowing a full in-person 
experience in Cape Town or in a 
virtual session with others. 

All virtual sessions will be recorded 
and made available for your 
convenience. 

PROGRAMME
 INFORMATION



Research has an ethical and social justice responsibility to move 

beyond the margins: to explore what is less visible; to note what 

is amplified, what is merely a whisper and consider the 

implications of this for humanity. Poetic Inquiry offers that 

possibility. 

2. POETRY AS KNOWING

Seeking cerebrally serves certain purposes – offerings within the 

symposium theme Poetry as knowing, will demonstrate how, 

through poetry, we also know in and through body, emotion, heart 

and spirit.  Our desire to know has resulted in scientific research 

conventions.  All the while, humans have used poetry to 

illuminate existence profoundly -- in the post-qualitative turn, 

poetry writing also permeated the world of scientific knowledge 

making.   Inquiring through poems into the intricacies of the 

(post)human condition, helps us to extend beyond the edges of 

reason, into insight. As such, the work of poems when they are 

embedded within academic arguments, is to offer evocative 

extensions of rational thinking.  In poetic inquiry, poetry also 

serves a second bridging role, connecting the world of research 

to art in public life.  When scholars write artfully to probe social 

issues, readers are charged to co-inquire and uncover ambiguities 

that are part of truth, when they awaken to musicality, resonance, 

and other poetic devices, conventions and inventions.

3. POETRY AS LEARNING

Poetry as learning explores and enriches learning processes and 

practices by utilising the power of poetic inquiry. The theme 

explores poetic inquiry as a method in this context, learning can 

be broadly understood as facilitating and enhancing human 

growth – physical, intellectual, emotional, spiritual, ethical, and so 

on. Poetic expression and poetic ways of seeing, hearing, 

thinking, and performing have been shown to increase 

self-awareness, empathy, social consciousness, insight, and 

motivation in studies with children and adults in formal and 

informal education. The theme will bring into dialogue multiple 

perspectives and experiences of poetry in teaching, as reflective 

practice and learning in various settings in response to the 

question of "What difference can poetry make to/in/as/for 

learning?" It will consider how and why poetry as a form of or 

stimulus for learning occurs in everyday life and educational 

settings. The theme will highlight innovative modes and lenses 

for experiencing, reflecting, representing, interpreting, and 

theorising poetry as learning – within and responding to pressing 

educational and social challenges and quandaries.

FORMATS 

The following formats will make 
up the offerings for ISPI 2022

PLENARY TALKS 

These are invited keynote 
22-minute talks presented at the 
start of each day. Each slot will 
have two keynote presenters 
who will speak to the day’s 
theme. 

PERFORMANCES 

Each of the plenary sessions will 
include a 30-minute poetic and/or 
musical performance. A further 
two performances will be 
accommodated in a later 
afternoon/evening slot.
  

WORKSHOPS 

These are two-hour participatory 
poetic inquiry sessions involving 
audience contributions and 
participation.

ORAL PRESENTATIONS 

These are 15-minute 
presentations engaging with 
poetic inquiry conceptually, 
theoretically, and/or practically. 
These can be delivered orally, 
and or visually, using power point 
and other tools.  Single author 
presentation will be given 15 
minutes, dual authored 
presentations will be allowed 20 
minutes, and presentations with 
3 or more speakers will be 
allocated 30 minutes. 

POETRY AS METHOD 

These are 10-minute illustrations 
of methodological innovations or 
insights demonstrated in 
“snapshot” poetic inquiry 
presentations. Single author 
presentations will be 10 minutes 
and dual authored presentations 
allowed 15 minutes. These can 
be delivered orally, and or 
visually, using power point and 
other tools.  


